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A System Architecture for Fault Tolerance in Concurrent Soflware Massimo Ancona, Gabriella Dodero, and Vittoria Gianuzzi, University of Genova Andrea Clematis, Italian National Research Council Eduardo B. Fernandez, Florida Atlantic University



obotics, process control, navigational systems, and other critical computer applications demand reliable software. Such systems generally comprise a ?et of concurrent, cooperating processes. Several researchers have developed methods and tools that use redundancy to help critical systems tolerate errors caused by software faults. Two of the most widely used techniques for sequential software are recovery block programming’ and Nversion programming.’ The most suitable mechanisms for concurrent systems are programmer transparent coordination3 and conversation.’ All four of these approaches are general and apply to any type of computation. We can consider them different types ofdesigndiversity. (The sidebar titled “Software fault-tolerance techniques” details the approaches.) Unfortunately, the few languages that provide adequate syntax and runtime PUPport to implement fault-tolerant mechanisms are still experimental. Usually, the programmer must describe the desired faulttolerance policy explicitly, greatly complicating the program’s implementation, readability, and maintenance. Programmers need an environment that effectively supports the development of fault-tolerant programs. At the very least. such a system must let the user October 1990



Our proposed architecture separates the application from the recovery software, giving programmers a single environment that lets them use the most appropriate fault-tolerance scheme.



select and apply the most suitable faulttolerant mechanism for the application program; modify that mechanism as required by the program or to experiment with new fault-tolerance schemes; and modify and maintain the application program without interfering much with the recovery structure.



Our proposed system architecture fulfills these requirements and can support a variety of policies in a structured way. It treats the application program and the recovery software - called the Recovery Mefaprogram-separately. The RMP acts like a programmer who monitors and (possibly) modifies the execution of the application program. (The sidebar titled “Other similar approaches” discusses how other researchers are handling fault tolerance in related ways.) To simplify our presentation of the RMP approach, we will assume that the fault model is limited to faults originating in the application software, and that the hardware and kernel layers can mask their own faults from the RMP. Also, we will not consider relationships between backward and forward error recovery. Exceptions at other layers will be handled within those layers; they will not be signalled to the RMP, and no other exceptions will be raised within the RMP.



Recovery architecture Our software fault-tolerance architecture contains three main components: the application component, the recovery component, and the kernel. The application component is the user’s 23



view of the computational system, for example, as a set of communicating processes. In the recovery component, the RMP coordinates the application program’s execution. The RMP is basically a set of processes that implement fault-tolerance mechanisms. The kernel implements an ordinary multiprocessing kernel augmented by a set of fault-tolerance primitives, which the RMP invokes as kernel requests.



The kernel also maintains data structures relevant to process management; RMPcalls can update some portions of these structures. This organization can support any fault-tolerance policy specified in the RMP. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the application program and the RMP and shows how the RMP superimposes the recovery block control structure on an ap-
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plication program. The kernel is the medium between them. In practice, the RMP monitors the application program much as a programmer observes software through a debugger. The RMP inserts a number of breakpoints in the program. When one of them is reached, the application program is suspended and the kernel activates the RMP, which performs actions to support the chosen fault-toler-
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ance mechanism. The RMP is then suspended again. and the application program i s reactivated until the next breakpoint is reached. The application program. Our system lets users limit their intervention in the application software to indicating which portions of the program are involved in fault tolerance. Control-flow specification is left to the RMP. For instance, programmers can use labels to specify recovery points. and some Boolean functions can be chosen as the validation tests. Such a scheme requires a programming tool to support the interface between the application and the RMP. This tool must collect information on the portions of the application program to be monitored by the RMP as well as implement the program code to allow control transfers, as shown in Figure 1. We will now use two examples - the recovery block and the conversation to detail how an application can specify a mechanism. The recoi~,/;vhlock. Consider w hat happens if we want to use reco\ery blocks i n the Fortran program i n Figure 2. (For ease of reference. we consider alternates to be procedures and. therefore. named entities.) We cannot insert a special construct in a Fortran program to specify that procedures SqrtA and SqrtB are alternates and that SqrtB should execute only if SqrtA fails the acceptance test (Verify).Thus, the program mi ng en vi ronmen t mu s t co I lec t in formation about these components. and an) links among the procedures must be cxprcssed in the RMP. where a recover) block mechanism is made explicit to acti1 ate them. To specify the control flou. the RMP must be able to reference the beginning. end. and other components o f the I-ecovery block. such as labels 10 and 20. SqrtA. SqrtB. and Verify. Corii'rr.ctrfiori.We use the syntax in Figure 3 if there i s no construct to define which portions of process PI participate in conLersation C l . If software fault tolerance i s not needed. control flow consists simplq.ofthccxecutionofprocedurcPlC1 I . Otherwise. the RMP coordinates execution in a manner similar to the reco~ery block scheme: for example. P I C I is activated i f P I C I , fails. We can use basically the same RMP both with languages that support dedicated fault-tolerance constructs and with languages that do not support them. In the
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Application program



Recovery Metaprogram



... Enter recovery block; Save the application program environment Start first alternate Execute first alternate Start acceptance test Execute acceptance-tset



...



...



Figure 1. Control flow between the application program and the Recovery Metaprogram.



main call: 10 SqrtA(X,Y) 20 Continue



... subroutines: Subroutine SqrtA(. . . )



/I* 1 st alternate */I



... End Subroutine SqrtB(. . . )



/I* 2nd alternate *I1



... End Logical function Verify(. . . ) /I* acceptance test */I



... End Figure 2. Recovery block example.



latter case. a jpecific tool in the progranniing environment gives the RMP information about the application. The R M P view of the application component. At least the following items must be defined in the application program and made accessible to the RMP: The entry points (that is, the beginning and end) of each portion of an application process under RMP control. Constructs denoting entry points vary according to the application language; for instance, labels, pragrnas. or separate descriptive units can be used. The alternates for an execution path. to be executed in sequence (recovery block) or in parallel (N-version programming). The validation test. a Boolean function without jidc effects.



Process PI =



... /I* definition of procedures P I C I I , PIC12,. . . PICI,,anc error, and of the Boolean function ATPlCl */I



begin. . . Clinit: l C l l Clend:. . . Figure 3. Conversation example.



Since each of these entities will belong to some process. the RMP must know the set of application processes. The RMP also must know the ~ , / / i , i / . ~ ~ / i / of ~ / ~a~ process, /ir that is. the sct of all current valid associa35



tions between variables and values. An environment with no valid associations is a faulty environment resulting from a software error. Environments can constitute checkpoints for a rollback strategy. Depending on the chosen fault-tolerance strategy, the RMP specifies when such checkpoints must be saved, restored, duplicated, discarded, or used in process execution. The kernel implements these operations using either hardware or software resources (for example, stable storage, clone processes, and virtual memory).



Figure 4. RMP data types. 26



To be managed by the RMP, an entity must be one of a set of dedicated data types defined in the RMP implementation language (see Figure 4). With these types, we can classify the entities in Figure 2 as follows: Labels 10 and 20 are Entrypoints, SqrtA and SqrtB are Codesections, and Verify is the Validationtest. We can define the entities in Figure 3 in a similar manner: Clinit and Clend are Entrypoints, procedures P l C l P1C12, PlCI,, and error are Codesections, and function ATPlCl is the Validationtest We can also construct sets out of pro-



cesses or environments and handle them with the usual set operators for testing membership, union, cardinality, and the like.



The kernel interface to the RMP. The kernel provides the operations on entities belonging to the above data types. Figure 5 lists the primitives that invoke these services, using the following syntax: input parameters to kernel calls are in parenthesis, while call results follow a colon. The Save, Discard, Restore, and Continue functions update process-related information in the kernel and return to the RMP without rescheduling (that is, the application program is not activated). The Restrict function controls interprocess communication and prevents information smuggling among processes in conversation schemes. Processes usually communicate directly via messages or indirectly via monitors or remote procedure calls. Most proposed conversation schemes require that the kernel controls communication. Caller and Where-Is are query functions. The Execute, Evaluate, Vote, and Terminate functions all suspend the RMP, activate (or abort) the specified process on the specified procedure after rescheduling, and reactivate the RMP when the procedure has executed (or been forced to terminate). COMPUTER



Save(Process): Environment - A checkpointing primitive. The current environment of the referenced process is saved and its name returned as a result.



The parameters in Figure 5 are minimal; more can be added. For instance, processor identification can be inserted if distributed execution is needed.



Discard(Envir0nment) - The specified environment is discarded. Restore(Process, Environment) - The environment previously saved is restored.



TheRMPstructure. We have discussed the RMP data types and a minimal set of kernel primitives, but what about the RMP’s language and general structure? Since the RMP monitors the application program, it is responsible for issuing suitable kernel calls to initialize and subsequently activate the program’s processes. The RMP repeatedly invokes the Continue primitive to tell the kernel to set all processes to the ready state and start their processing. The RMP then waits until at least one process reaches an entry point and suspends execution. Since many RMP actions can execute concurrently, it is preferable - although not mandatory - to express the RMP i n a concurrent language. The kernel implements a concurrent virtual machine on top of any type of hardware, but given a distributed or multiprocessor system, the specification of concurrent activities in the RMP could lead to distributed execution as well. We specify the RMP in the Communicating Sequential ProcessesS language, which provides an elegant and concise notation for expressing RMP actions. We use a slightly extended notation for guards:
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Continue(Process, Entrypoint, Environment) The process’ status is set to ready; it will be reactivated from the specified address. Restrict(Process, set of Processes, set of Processes) - A communications restriction on the specified processes. The first process can communicate only with processes in either of the other two sets. This allows asynchronous entrance into a conversation in three ways: Communication to (or from) processes in the first set can be performed immediately. Communication to (or from) processes in the second set delays the sending (or receiving) process until a subsequent Restrict operation allows the communication (this is required to implement asynchronous entry). Communication to (or from) a process outside either set causes a nonrecoverable error in the sending (or receiving) process (its environment becomes faulty). Caller(Process): Process -If the input parameter is a monitor or a remote procedure, the output value is the process for which the monitor is working. Where-Is(Process): Entrypoint - If the process is idle or waiting, the returned value is the address at which it is suspended. Otherwise, it is Nil. Execute(Process, Codesection, Environment): Environment - Starts execution of the application process with the indicated code section and environment. Activation returns an environment, which cawbe faulty if an error has occurred. Evaluate(Process, Validationtest, Environment): Boolean - Returns the Boolean result of the validation test performed on the given environment. If the actual environment parameter is Faulty, the result is “false.”



at Entrypoint value 4 Process which means the process is activated when the application process is suspended at the specified address. Figure 6 summarizes the other CSP notations.



Vote( Validationtest, set of Environments): Environment - The environments listed as input parameters are compared by the given validation test, and the resulting environment is returned. The application program specifies the voting policy in the Validationtest function.



RMP examples The following examples use the data structures shown in Figure 7. We omit some of the subscripts when they are clear from the context. All the data structures have values generated by the compiler (or some tool of the programming environment) and are accessed by the RMP as readonly data (with the exception of CVentered, and variables of the Environment type). The first statement of the RMP main program activates all processes defined in the application program: II



Pset



(Continue@,, sturt,, Empty,false));



After that, a number of RMP processes are started in accordance with the chosen stratOctober 1990



Terminate(Pr0cess) - The specified process aborts (after a nonrecoverable error). Figure 5. Kernel primitives.
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Processes a then P choice b then Q (a and b are guards of the two processes P and Q) P in parallel with Q
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repeat P while b repeat P



Figure 6. Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) symbols. 27
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acceptance test, and discarding or restoring a saved state. We can use a generalized process, RBproc, to execute any recovery block in any process (see Figure 8). When RBproc starts, it saves the current environment of process p and assigns its value to idl.The result of the execution of the first alternate defined in the recovery block is id2. The related acceptance test is then executedusing id2. If the result is “true” (that is, if the alternate executes successfully), environment id1 is discarded and process p continues in environment id2. Otherwise,the next alternateexecutes, again in environment idl. We implement the rollback and the resumption of the original checkpointed environment by making the environment in which a process must execute a parameter of the Execute function. Retries continue until an alternate succeeds or until no more alternates are available. In the latter case, the RMP could perform any suitable action; i n Figure 8, the Terminate function is invoked for the sake of simplicity. The kernel calls to Execute and Evaluate suspend RMP execution and transfer control to process p . Specifically, the Execute call makes the C S e q procedure ofp execute in i d l . Control then returns to the next RMP statement (the Evaluate call). RBproc must be activated each time the application program enters the recovery block, that is, each time the application program is executing at some recovery block entry point. Assuming that only one recovery block is present in process p and that its entry point is labeled “entry,” we can suspend the application program and transfer control to RBproc by including the following statement in the RMP main program:



Pset - Set of processes defined in the application program. pi



- ith process of Pser.



starti -Start address of process pi. entryij -Entry point of process p , in thejth controlled block. exitij -Exit point of process pi in the jth controlled block. Start,, entryij, and



exitij are of the Entrypoint type. CSeciJc-procedure defined in process pi, in the jth controlled block, implementing the kth alternate (Codesection type). “estij - Validation test defined in pi and relative to thejth controlled block (Validationtesttype).



RBset - Set of recovery blocks defined in the application program. NVset -Set of N-version programming blocks defined in the application program. (Since recovery blocks and N-version programming blocks are defined in sequential processes, we can assume there is only one process p E Pset.) For each Rsj E RBset (or NVj E NVset) we define the final acceptance test VTesfi (for Rs, only), the number of alternates ni. and for each alternate. CSec,, (1 Ik Inj) (indicates the appropriate procedures).



CVset - Set of the conversations defined in the application program. For each C@ E CVset we define the set of participating processes CVsetj = ( p i ] (this set is the same for every alternate of Cq), the set of those processes actually participating in C q at any given instant CVenteredj(since they can enter asynchronously), the final acceptance test Westi,, for each process, the number of alternates nj, and CSecijL(1 I k 5 5).indicating one alternate procedure (CodeSection type). idl, id2. etc. - Variables of the Environment type. Figure 7. RMP data structures.



at entry



RBproc = ( id1 := Save(p); k := 1; boo1 := false; ((-,bool) & (k I n)) * ( id2 := Execute(p, CSeck, idl); boo1 := Evaluate (p, VTest, id2); k := k + 1); Discard(id1); if -boo1 then Terminate(p) else Continue(p, exit, id2)) 4



egy (recovery block, N-version programming, conversation, or programmer transparent coordination), each monitoring its corresponding program portion.
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Recovery block. Implementing a recovery block requires properly organizing the basic actions: saving a process’ state, executing the ntb alternate, executing the



+ RBproc



Now consider a process p in which several disjoint recovery blocks have been defined or in which a recovery block is defined inside an iteration. It is difficult or impossible to know the order in which these recovery blocks will be activated. We must generalize the simple structure of the RMP main program above. The choice statement makes this possible. Let’s call RBj one of the recovery blocks defined in RBser (see Figure 7). Since one RMP process must be implemented for each RBj in RBset, the RMP main program must contain the following choice statement:



COMPUTER



where each RBprocj is a jth instance of RBproc. The choiceconstruct lets usexpress RMP processes without knowing the application program’s control flow. While the RMP main program is suspended on the above guarded statement, the application processes continue to work until one of the entryj addresses is attained, making the corresponding guard successful and forcing the execution of the RMP process RBprocj. At the end of RBproci, the RMP process again waits for a possible subsequent execution of this or some other recovery block. Figure 9 shows the control flow between the RMP and the application program for the recovery block in Figure 2, assuming that the first alternate fails. Note that Figure 9 is a refinement of Figure 1. Figure 9 also shows that, compared with other implementations of the same fault-tolerance actions, the RMP incurs an additional cost in the form of extra context switches. On the other hand, the RMP data is protected from application program interference.



.,.



...



Figure 9. Control flow between the application program and RMP.



N-version programming. We can implement N-version programming in a similar manner (see Figure IO). Note that the parallel construct on the Execute function implies that the same environment, idl, is replicated for each activated process. This implementation is not tied to a specific hardware architecture, that is, the parallel construct can be interpreted in different ways depending on the target. We must add at least one parameter to this kernel function to handle possible parallelism in the target. Conversation.This implementation refers to the name-linked recovery blocks and assumes that there are no nested conversations, that participants for every alternate are the same and statically known, that participants enter the first alternate asynchronously and subsequent ones synchronously, and that the environment is centralized. Figure 1 1 shows the process implementing conversation CV, which involves the set of processes CVset. If many conversations have been defined, each conversation CV, will coordinate actions performed by processes in CVset,. We must implement the processes in Figure 11 differently for different implementations of the conversation scheme. For instance, nested conversations require manipulation of a stack of process sets, and adistributedimplementation requires a twophase ‘‘like’’ protocol to execute the global acceptance test.6 October 1990



Figure 10. The N-version programming process.



Programmer transparent coordination. Kim describes programmer transparent coordination3 as a system where recovery blocks have been defined and processes interact through monitors, so that recovery actions involve monitor reference and update operations. The algorithm initially considers only one monitor, pm, which does not contain Wait or Signal instructions (see Figure 12). The monitor provides Update and Reference operations, with entry points named pmupd.entry and p,ref.entry, respectively. Additional recovery points, called branch



RPs, are established within each process and the monitor according to information received from other processes. At any given moment during program execution, we refer to the set of recovery blocks that has information on whichprocessxdepends as the direct potential recaller set, or DPRS(X). The algorithm also contains rules to discard or resume the branch RPs depending on the successful or failed execution of a recovery block. Unlike the recovery block and conversation schemes, we cannot easily implement the PTC scheme in a structured way. The 29



and scheduling operations, memory management support (segment creation and sharing), and intertask communication by use of mailbox primitives. Ozaki et ahhowed how combining such primitives can support higher level operations used by the RMP.’



Figure 11. The conversation process.



CSP program in Figure 12 implements Kim’s rules related to the set of branch RPs and the evaluation of the DPR set. The processes SUCC,,~ and Faillj are referred to but not shown in Figure 12; they perform the operations Kim defined.’ Since any of these four fault-tolerance strategies could be used in an application program, the RMP execution framework lets us apply the most suitable strategy for a particular situation. The RMP also lets us observe the application under different control policies to “fine tune” its behavior. RMP modules implementing new fault-
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tolerance constructs and improved versions of old ones also have been developed, including a real-time extension of the recovery block scheme and a version of the conversation scheme that relaxes the synchronous acceptance test condition.



RMP implementation Ozaki et al. have described a possible implementation of some of the primitives required by the RMP, using existing K286 primitives on 80286-based machine^.^ The K286 primitives include task management



The programming environment. We have implemented a programming environment based on the Cross Multimicro Development System for multimicro embedded applications.8 CMDS is based on the host-target approach and supports a high-level modular concurrent language, called the Multimicro Language (MML). (However, the actual organization of extensions to CMDS is largely independent from language or environment features.) CMDS provides a set of tools on the host system based around a compiler and an allocator. The compiler can generate code for different target machines, while the allocator lets us assign the target system’s physical resources to an MML program’s logical entities. Runtime support for MML consists of a multiprocessor kernel devoted to basic I/O, message passing, and process scheduling. We write fault-tolerant MML applications using Extended MML, a version of MML with a few syntactical constructs to define program parts that the RMP needs to supervise. Two tools have been added: a preprocessor for application programs and the RMP builder. The preprocessor analyzes an Extended MML program and outputs an MML program plus information about its fault-tolerance needs. The compiler can then process the MML program, inserting kernel calls in the application program code corresponding with required switches between the application and the RMP (see Figure 9). Using the fault-tolerance information from the preprocessor, the RMP builder extracts from the RMP library the appropriate modules to implement the selected fault-tolerance mechanisms and configures them into an RMP component. Figure 13 shows the information flow through such an environment. Let’s again consider the example in Figure 2. Assuming the two alternates (SqrtA and SqrtB) and the acceptance test (Verify) are written in MML, the preprocessor outputs a table naming these components as well as the entry and exit points. The RMP builder then inspects this table, extracts from the RMP library the recovery block module, and configures it as a process initialized with the collected information. COMPUTER
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e can view the Recovery Metaprogram as a unifying mechanism that lets us implement different software fault-tolerance concepts in different contexts. As such, the RMP gives us a better understanding of how to incorporate fault-tolerance functions into application programs. We can use this insight, in turn, to develop improvements or extensions to existing mechanisms. The reusability of the RMP processes is an additional advantage of the RMP approach, since most of the processes can be application independent. Separating the concerns of application design and development from those of fault-tolerance specification helps promote understanding of both and might result in increased system reliability. W
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